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Correspondent in Portugal 

 Testimony of speed & relaxing time

 

eezwaluw flew over the Atlantic Ocean with her tender clean bottom. In 5 days and 9 

hours she sailed from Praia da Vitoria at Terceira Island (Azores) to Cascais marina at 

mainland Portugal. 

 

Never before Zeezwaluw sailed that fast during so many days. Each day went into the record 

system. 170-165-173-159-161-65nm. The last day was like a sailing day at the North Sea, strong 

winds with cross seas accompanied by torrential rain showers. The whole day went by in foul 

weather gear. When the crew 

arrived in Cascais marina, 

their outer layer of the foul 

weather gear was soaking 

wet. 

 

With bare feet they 

approached the office desk 

to do the paper work in the 

meantime dripping all over 

the place like a mini Niagara. 

After they left de lady 

behind the desk called in the 

fire brigade to get rid of the 

new formed Pont in the fancy 

marina office. Due to the 

horrible weather outside the 

crew decided to stay for 2 days in the marina before sailing up the Tejo River to visit Lisbon. 

Stationary for 5 days in Parque das Noções (old Expo) marina the crew strolled through Lisbon’ 

old centre drove with an open-top bus through parts they never had visited before and walked 

along the Tejo River near the Discovery monument and the Tower of Belem. 

 

___/)___ 
 

fter the express crossing and the days in Lisbon, the crew desired some peace and 

quieter time. Therefore they sailed to the estuary of the Sado River. The entrance to 

the river is just east of Sesimbra and west of Setúbal. 

 

Behind the Troia Peninsula at the east side, 3nm south of the entrance Zeezwaluw anchored off 

a beautiful sandy 

beach. 

 

The complete empty 

beach is lined with sand 

dunes and pine trees, 

almost a Caribbean 

sight. Luckily few 

people are sunbathing 

or swimming so the crew has this paradise almost for themselves. No jet-skies or powerboats, 

only small sailing boats, dolphins or traditional fishing boats sailed by. 

 

The other site of the estuary, stretching at least 8nm south of Setúbal is a complete different 

sight. Dry-docks, cranes and container quays with large commercial ships or ships at anchor are 
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filling the horizon. Luckily it’s roughly 6nm away so Zeezwaluw isn’t bothered by noise pollution or 

waves of passing ships. 

 

 

After a few days of solitude Zeezwaluw got 

company. Two other Dutch sailing boats with 

friends entered the anchorage to enjoy this 

paradise as well. With good company, food and 

wine during sundown’s the days passed swiftly. 

 

It’s the middle of September already, time to 

sail further south in a nice and dry weather 

window. 

 

___/)___ 


